
Parry Puzzle Hunt: Men in Black

The Men in Black are the guardians of the world’s most expensive secrets. When you hear any new conspiracy

theory, don’t ask yourself whether or not it is true. Ask yourself who would profit either way.

Bonus Puzzle: Barcodes

Barcodes are a simple tool for the New World Order. There are TACMARS on the back of highway signs

that will direct the U.N. invasion of the U.S.1 There are microscopic RFID chips that can be implanted inside

subjects when they think they are receiving government-mandated vaccines.2 Below is an example of a QR

code. QR codes can be discreetly placed anywhere and everywhere, and most people will fail to notice.

If you can decipher my patristocrat, I will introduce you to more of the world’s dark secrets.

YAEEAMDEERODMBXSOADMBEXP

1Further reading: http://usahitman.com/secret-military-codes-hidden-road-signs/
2Further reading: http://ahrcanum.wordpress.com/2009/05/27/the-obama-barcode-rfid-in-the-new-world-order/

http://usahitman.com/secret-military-codes-hidden-road-signs/
http://ahrcanum.wordpress.com/2009/05/27/the-obama-barcode-rfid-in-the-new-world-order/
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Diamonds used to be one of the rarest gemstones. Then a diamond rush in 1871 led to a tenfold increase in

production. Even more disruptive was that in 1954, a method was discovered to cheaply create CVD synthetic

diamonds. These diamonds cannot be distinguished from natural diamonds without expensive laboratory

equipment.1 In spite of these crises, diamond prices have continued to rise more reliably than stocks or gold.

In the early days of the first diamond rush, the mining companies formed a monopoly called De Beers

so they could carefully limit the supply. In the 1930’s, De Beers paid a fortune in advertising to convince

Americans that wedding rings should be set with diamonds. De Beers has thrived by successfully selling the

illusion that diamonds are rare and valuable.2

You will help De Beers select a solitary diamond to sell on the open market. The rest will be stockpiled

to preserve the artificial scarcity.

Diamond Solitaire Rules

• Start by picking any diamond to eliminate.

• After eliminating any round or emerald cut diamond, move clockwise around the circular path by 3

steps. That means to skip any eliminated diamonds and 2 of the remaining diamonds before stopping.

Eliminate the diamond you land on. Or if there are no diamonds left on that circular path to eliminate,

you have lost.

• After eliminating any princess cut diamond, jump to a round cut diamond of your choosing and elimi-

nate it. Or if there are no remaining round cut diamonds, then stop.

• When you stop there should be exactly one diamond remaining. If there are more diamonds of any

shape remaining then you have lost.

1Further reading: http://www.diamonds.net/News/NewsItem.aspx?ArticleID=40409
2Further reading: http://www.businessinsider.com/history-of-de-beers-2011-12

http://www.diamonds.net/News/NewsItem.aspx?ArticleID=40409
http://www.businessinsider.com/history-of-de-beers-2011-12
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In 1920, the streetcar was king of the road. Nearly every city had public transportation. Only about ten

percent of Americans owned an automobile. GM and several others created a front company called National

City Lines. It spent three decades secretly buying streetcar lines and scrapping them. As public transportation

systems started to be closed down, Americans switched to cars. By 1946, the conversion was complete. Over

900 rail lines had been replaced with buses and cars, including in Salt Lake City. When the scandal came to

light, National City Lines was found guilty of conspiracy and monopolistic practices. It was fined $5,000—at

a time when GM boasted a $288 million profit.1

You are a director at the public transit system in your city. Your company is struggling but not dead.

Traffic has become so bad in the city that if it took commuters just one extra minute to cross town, that might

be the tipping point that would make public transportation popular again. Unfortunately, some other directors

were so desperate that they tried to sabotage the roads. They miscalibrated stop lights to aggravate traffic jams.

It didn’t work and the company was caught. To stay open, the company has now had to promise that it would

spend money on road improvements.

All the roads that lead through town are shown as solid lines on the map on the next page. (There are lots

of small roads in the background, but ignore all of them because no one uses any other routes). Each road’s

label gives the number of minutes that it should take to travel the road. Because of congestion, it usually takes

much longer. For every 100 cars per hour entering a road, it increases the time for that road by one minute

for everyone. That means that if a road is rated to take 3 minutes, then it actually takes 4 minutes when there

are 100 cars or 8 ½ minutes for 550 cars.

The city’s traffic is a consistent 1,000 cars per hour all traversing the full length of town from the arriving

arrow to the departing arrow. Drivers selfishly choose the routes that will get them to the other side the fastest.

Drivers quickly learn how congested each route is, and they change routes whenever there is a different way

that would be quicker. Based on this map, one can figure out that the yellow road labeled “3” ends up serving

800 cars per hour. One can also figure out that it currently takes each driver 28 minutes to commute across

town.

You are in charge of performing the road work for your company. You will select a single road where

crews will fix potholes and lane markings. Afterward, all traffic will be able to travel that section at the road’s

1Further reading: http://www.lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm

http://www.lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm


exact rated speed, and more cars will not make that section slow down. Your intern, Dietrich Braess, insists

that it makes a great deal of difference which road you decide to improve. You hope to choose a road that will

not have too positive an impact on the commuters, lest these improvements speed your company’s demise.

After you choose a road and finish fixing it, you see a revival of public transportation. Your company

has a budget surplus. You are assigned the new task of converting an existing parking lot into a Park & Ride.

You decide to build the Park & Ride on the same section you had fixed. One day you count the number

of cars passing there per hour, and you notice that it would be a great street number for the new Park & Ride.

Visit the parking lot at that location.
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It is well-known in Truther circles that the U.S. government was responsible for the 9/11 attacks.1 But the

government succeeded in a daring cover-up strategy. It helped spread dozens of crazy conspiracy theories

that implicated itself. Americans immediately became suspicious of all conspiracy theories—even the true

ones—and they trusted the government more than before.2

All branches of government contributed to the deception by helping to invent false conspiracy theories.

Various three-letter agencies created stories that attributed the attacks to different three-letter agencies. All the

lies accumulated, one on top of another, adding to the noise, until the debate was an unbelievable cacophony.

• The DOJ blamed the DOD for attacking privacy.

• The DEA blamedod the FBI foddr withhoddldoding evidodence.

• Thbif IRS blifbmbiffbiofbi thbif NSA fofbifbir bufbiofbigbift inflifbtiofbifbin.

FBNSA OFBNS AOFBN SAFBN SANFB NSAOF BNSAN SAFBS

ANKGL NSAFB ANSAN SBNSA FANSN SAFBN FBNSA OFBNS

ANSAF BBLNS AFBCK ANSHN SASAN TNSAF BNFBN SAOFB

NSAAN SHOFB NSAFB NSAWB NSAFL NSAAN SNSAF B

1Further reading: http://www.wanttoknow.info/g/global-elite
2Further reading: http://arabesque911.blogspot.co.uk/2007/10/911-truth-and-division-disinformation.html

http://www.wanttoknow.info/g/global-elite
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